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ABSTRACT
The subject of this empirical study is the development of musical
preferences during the elementary school years. A total of 591
children (300 m, 291 f) between the ages of 5 and 13 evaluated
their likes or dislikes of eight short excerpts of music (approx. 80
sec.) of different styles (classical music, pop music, 20th century
art music and ethnic music). The results show highly significant
(p = .000, Kruskal-Wallis) age-related changes in preferences
regarding all types of music. Pop music received the most
positive ratings. The younger the children, the more positive
were the ratings for classical, avantgarde and ethnic music. With
increasing age, ratings for these types of music dramatically
changed into negative. There are also significant differences
between boys and girls. The results suggest that especially
the first years of elementary school as well as the preschool
years are important time windows to provide manifold musical
experiences, including a wide range of musical styles.

music (Bach, Mozart, Mendelssohn), similar patterns emerged:
Most of the younger pupils up to 9 years of age liked this music,
only a smaller part (sometimes very small) of them disliked it.
Depending on the music and with growing age, this relationship
reverses. At the age of ten and older, there is a strong rejection
of classical music. A Mozart Aria (“Voi, che sapete” from ”Le
Nozze di Figaro”) was liked by only 52 % of the 5 - 6 year olds;
and with every further year, both positive and neutral ratings
diminished while the dislike grew strongly (Fig. 2).

1. BACKGROUND
Children start to develop individual musical preferences already
prior to puberty. In elementary school age, an openness for
different styles of music can (still) be observed, which has
been called ”open-earedness” (Hargreaves 1982). Empirical
studies demonstrate that younger children are less likely to reject
classical music or music of an unfamiliar style (LeBlanc 1991).

2. AIMS AND METHODS
This paper deals with the following questions: To which extent
does open-earedness still exist with elementary school children?
How does it change in the course of the elementary school years?
By means of a questionnaire specially developed for elementary
school pupils, a total of 591 children (300 m, 291 f) between
the ages of 5 and 13 rated their likes or dislikes of eight short
examples of music (approx. 80 sec.), which were representative
of different music styles (classical music, pop music, 20th century
art music and ethnic music). Most of the children attend one of
the first four grades of elementary school.

3. RESULTS
The results show that age-related changes in preferences
regarding all types of music are highly significant (p = .000,
Kruskal-Wallis). With increasing age, all examples of music
were judged more negatively. All in all, pop music received the
most positive evaluation (Fig. 1). As for the examples of classical

A similar structure becomes evident with 20th century art
music and ethnic music: up to 9 years of age, positive ratings
clearly overweigh the negative ones, but from that point on, the
relationships turns into the opposite (Fig. 3 and 4).
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With regard to gender differences, the results show that boys
and girls differ significantly in their ratings of all types of music.
Girls generally tend to evaluate classical music more positively
than boys do, especially in the case of the Mozart Aria. These
differences can be observed up to the age of 9, then they disappear.
The girl’s ratings of pop music are more positive in all age levels.
Interestingly, up to the age of 10 or 11, boys rated the examples
of contemporary avantgarde and ethnic music less negative than
girls. After this age, the ratings are equally negative.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The results confirm that there is definitely an open-earedness for
unfamiliar styles of music with the younger children, declining
gradually with increasing age. At the latest at the age of 9, the
open-earedness has disappeared in most children. In the case of
the Mozart Aria, already at the age of 7 there are more negative
than positive ratings. This early dislike corresponds with a general
dislike of belcanto-voices, which can be observed in most schoolage children (Brünger 1984). The gender differences correspond
with the results of other authors (see Russell 1997). The result
that the boys show less negative ratings for the 20th century art
music and for the ethnic music possibly can be explained with
a stronger disposition to sensation seeking in compared with
the girls (see Rawlings & Ciancarelli 1997). With regard to
music education, the results show that especially the first years
of elementary school as well as preschool education should be
used for manifold music experiences so that children become
acquainted with the widest possible range of music.
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